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Mathematical structures of line drawings of polyhedral scenes are studied from the viewpoint 
of scene analysis. First, algebraic structures of line drawings are elucidated, and a necessary and 
sufficient condition is obtained for a line drawing to represent a polyhedron:Next. combinatorial 
structures are investigated and the class of pictures that represent nontrivial three-dimensional 
configurations when vertices are drawn in general position is characterized by incidence structures 
of polyhedra. The results are furthermore applied to correction of vertex-position errors, dis- 
crimination between correct and incorrect line drawings, recognition of unique solvability of 
some figure-construction problems, classification of line drawings, and other related problems. 
1. Introduction 
Mathematical properties of pictures of three-dimensional objects have long been 
studied from the viewpoint of descriptive geometry, where the main problems are 
how to ‘describe’ given objects on two-dimensional planes (Hohenberg [7]). How- 
ever, converse problems, the problems of how to ‘reconstruct’ three-dimensional 
shapes from two-dimensional pictures, arose only recently in a branch of computer 
science called scene analysis or computer vision. Though a lot of interesting 
approaches have been taken actively in the last decade, there still remain many open 
problems even in the case of line drawings of polyhedra, which seem to be the 
simplest class of pictures. 
In the present paper line drawings of polyhedra are studied from the viewpoint 
of scene analysis. In Section 2, the set of all polyhedra a line drawing can represent 
is explicitly represented in terms of linear algebra, and thus degree of freedom in 
reconstructing a polyhedron from the line drawing is elucidated. In Section 3, line 
drawings whose vertices are drawn in general position are studied, where the main 
problem is to discriminate between pictures that are correct only when vertices are 
in some special position and those that are correct even if the vertices are in general 
position. The degree of freedom is also characterized by combinatorial structures 
of line drawings. In Section 4, several applications of the results are briefly 
described. 
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2. Algebraic structures 
2.1. Previous works 
The main problem we tackle throughout the paper is to judge whether a given line 
drawing represents a polyhedron (or a collection of polyhedra) or not. However, 
given a line drawing alone, the problem is trivial. For example, a line drawing shown 
in Fig. l(a) may be thought of as a picture of a truncated pyramid seen from above, 
but it can also be thought of as a collection of four polyhedra floating in a three- 
dimensional space so that they accidentally align when seen from a certain angle; 
hence the line drawing trivially represents a collection of polyhedra. 
(a) ( b) 
Fig. I. Examples of line drawings: (a) ambiguous picture; (b) labeled picture, where ‘+’ means that both 
side faces form a ridge along the line, and an arrow means that the right side face occludes the left side; 
(c) picture of an obviously impossible object (picture (c) is adapted from Penrose and Penrose [18]). 
In order to make the problem nontrivial, we specify physical properties of lines 
in the drawings. According to Huffman’s definition [9], lines are classified into 
three categories: a convex line representing a convex edge whose side faces are both 
visible, a concave line representing a concave edge, and an occluding line repre- 
senting a convex edge with exactly one visible face. These categories are represented 
by labels assigned to the lines: ‘+’ to a convex line, ‘-’ to a concave line, and an 
arrow to an occluding line (the direction of the arrow is chosen in such a way that 
the visible side face is to the right of the arrow). Thus, a labeled line drawing shown 
in Fig. l(b) may be a truncated pyramid, but can not be a collection of four floating 
polyhedra; now the problem is nontrivial. 
A method for finding such probable assignments of labels to pictures was first 
developed by Huffman [9] and Clowes [I], who constructed a complete list of pos- 
sible views of a certain fundamental class of vertices and used it to search for consis- 
tent assignment of labels. This method was generalized so that it can be applied to 
line drawings with shadows and cracks (Waits [ZS]), line drawings with hidden lines 
(Sugihara [ 19]), and line drawings of paper-made objects (Kanade [13]). Therefore, 
we shall not concern about the labeling method any more; we hereafter consider only 
labeled line drawings. It should be noted, however, that in the Huffman-Clowes 
method consistency of labels is examined only locally (i.e., only at vertices) and 
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hence the results are mere guesses about probable interpretations; they sometimes 
contain global inconsistency, as is shown in Fig. l(c), which is judged to be consis- 
tent by the Huffman-Clowes labeling method. 
A most prevailing tool for checking inconsistency in labeled pictures is a mathe- 
matical concept called a ‘reciprocal figure’ or a ‘dual representation’. While this 
tool has long been used for graphical calculus of stresses in mechanical structures 
(Maxwell [17] and Cremona [2]), Huffman [lo, 1 I] and Whiteley [27,28] recently 
used it to represent global properties correct pictures should possess, and discrimi- 
nated a wider class of inconsistent line drawings. This tool was used also in other 
stages of scene analysis such as categorization of lines (Mackworth [ 161 and Kanade 
[13]) and determination of surface orientation from light-intensity pictures (Horn 
[S] and Kanade [ 141). However, the reciprocal figure gives us only necessary condi- 
tions for correct pictures and, hence, some kinds of inconsistency still can not be 
detected. 
In the present paper we shall take another, more powerful approach - an alge- 
braic and combinatorial approach - to the problem of detecting inconsistency in 
labeled line drawings. 
2.2. Fundamental equations 
A polyhedron is a three-dimensional solid object bounded by a finite number of 
planar faces. A line-segment shared by two faces is called an edge, and a point 
shared by three or more faces a vertex. Suppose that a polyhedron is fixed to an 
(x, y, z) Cartesian coordinate system and it is projected orthographically on the x-y 
plane. The projection is called a picture or a line drawing. This projection can be 
thought of as a picture of an object seen from a viewpoint that is infinitely far in 
the positive direction of the r-axis. 
Let V and F respectively denote the set of visible vertices and that of visible faces 
(including partly visible faces) of the polyhedron, and let R denote the subset of 
V x F such that R contains (u, f) if and only if the vertex u is on the face f. We shall 
call an element of R an incidence pair and a triple (V, F, R) an incidence structure. 
The incidence structure can be generated automatically when line-segments in the 
picture are labeled according to their categories. 
We shall assume that a labeled picture and its incidence structure (Y F, R) are 
given but that the precise shape of the polyhedron is not known. We shall, further- 
more, assume that the polyhedron is put in general posture, that is, no faces are 
parallel to the z-axis. 
Let (xi, yi, Zi) be the coordinates of a vertex Ui (E V) and let 
ajx+bjy+z+cj=O 
denote the equation of a face fi (EF). Since the picture is given, Xi and yi are 
known constants; the only variables are z;, aj, bj, and cj. Suppose that (o;,fi) is an 
element of R, that is, the vertex Vi is on the face&. Then, we get 
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ajx; + b,y, + Z, + C, = 0, (1) 
which is a linear equation with respect to unknowns t;, a,, bj, and Cj. A similar 
equation is obtained for each element of R, and, collecting them all, we get 
Aw=O (2) 
where w =‘(tt ... z, a, 6, cl . ..a.b,c,), n=lVl, m=IFl, 
and A is a constant matrix of size j R / x (n + 3~). We call 
mental equations associated with the picture. 
A picture also contains cues for relative depth. 
t denotes transposition, 
(2) the system of flrnda- 
The first cue is bending of faces along edges. Suppose, for example, that two faces 
fj and fk share a concave edge and a vertex u; is on fk but not on f, as is shown in 
Fig. 2(a). If the face fj is extended, it goes behind uir and hence we get 
lb) 
Fig. 2. Cues for relative depth. 
Similar inequalities are obtained, one for each convex or concave line. 
The second cue is occlusion. In Fig. 2(b), for example, part of face A is occluded 
by face fk along the occluding line 1. Let up, uq, U, be the three points on fk that cor- 
respond, respectively, to the initial point, the terminal point, and the midpoint of 
I (this kind of pseudo-vertex v, and the associated incidence pair (u,, fk) are added 
to V and R, respectively, whenever necessary). Then, the condition that fi must be 
behind the line I can be represented by 
ajxP + bjyp + Z, + Cj L 0, 
ajXq + bjyq + Z, + Cj I 0, 
ajx, + bjyr + Z, + Cj > 0. 
Note that an equality is allowed in the first two inequalities, but not in the third in- 
equality. This is because the occluding line I also means that fj and fk may touch 
at some boint on I but should not touch at all points on I (if they touch at all points 
on I, I must be categorized as a concave line). Similar inequalities are obtained for 
every occluding line. 
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Collecting all of such inequalities, we get 
Bw>O. 
where B is a constant matrix and the inequality is an abbreviation of componentwise 
inequalities, some of which allow equalities. 
Then, we can prove that “a labeled picture represents a polyhedral scene correctly 
if and only if the system of the equations (2) together with the inequalities (3) has 
solutions” (see Sugihara [23] for strict discussions). Therefore, there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the set of all polyhedra the picture can represent and the 
set of all solutions to the system consisting of (2) and (3). 
Let e be any positive constant, and e be a column vector whose dimension coin- 
cides with the column length of B and whose ith component is e if the ith inequality 
in (3) is strict, and is 0 if the ith inequality contains an equality. We construct an 
inequality system 
Bwre. 
Then, we get the following. 
(4) 
Theorem 1. For any labeled line drawing D with incidence structure (V, F, R), the 
following three statements are equivalent: 
S 1. D represents a polyhedral scene. 
S2. The system (2) together with (3) has a solution. 
S3. The system (2) together with (4) has a solution. 
Proof. A solution to (2) and (4) obviously satisfies (3). Conversely, let w be a solu- 
tion to (2) and (3). Then, we can find a sufficient large positive constant d such that 
dw satisfies (4). Thus S2 and S3 are equivalent. For the equivalence between Sl and 
S2, see Sugihara [23]. 0 
Note that the inequalities (4) allow equalities while (3) do not. Solutions to (2) and 
(4) can be regarded as ‘feasible solutions’ to the linear programming problem under 
the constraints (2) and (4), and an efficient algorithm is available for determining 
whether or not feasible solutions exist and for obtaining one of them if they exist 
(Dantzig [3]). Therefore, the equivalence of the statements Sl and S3 affords us a 
method for the discrimination between correct and incorrect drawings, whereas the 
equivalence of Sl and S2 specifies the set of all polyhedra a line drawing can repre- 
sent. 
Theorem 1 is a ‘theoretical’ solution to the problem of discriminating correct 
pictures, but not a ‘practical’ one. This is firstly because the system of fundamental 
equations (2) is not always linearly independent. When it is linearly dependent, the 
rank of the matrix A is changed even by the slightest errors in numerical computa- 
tion, and hence it is difficult for a digital computer to determine whether there is 
a solution to (2) and (4). 
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The second reason is that the system of fundamental equations is too strict. Using 
Theorem 1, we can judge the line drawing in Fig. I(c) to be incorrect, but we judge 
the line drawing in Fig. l(b) also to be incorrect. Indeed, this line drawing does not 
represent any polyhedron; if it were a truncated pyramid, the three quadrilateral 
faces had a common point of intersection in a three-dimensional space (when they 
were extended) and hence the three edges should meet at a common point in the pic- 
ture plane, but they do not as is shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, there is no solution to 
the system of (2) and (3). This result is natural when we see the problem from a 
mathematical point of view. From an engineering point of view, however, the result 
is nonsense because vertex-position errors are inevitable in real data processing 
(imagine a line drawing extracted by digital image processing or drawn by a human 
hand). The judgement should be done more flexibly in the sense that pictures with 
tolerable errors are judged to be correct. We shall solve this problem in Sections 3 
and 4. 
Fig. 3. Inconsistency in the picture in Fig. l(b). If it were a picture of a truncated pyramid, then the three 
edges should have a common point of intersection but they do not. 
There are two more things to note. First, the equations (2) and the inequalities 
(3) have been derived for orthographic projections. However, the same algebraic 
structure can be obtained when we consider perspective projections (see Sugihara 
[20,22]). Therefore, though we hereafter consider only orthographic projections, 
the result obtained in this paper is also valid, with obvious modification, to perspec- 
tive pictures. 
Secondly, though we implicitly restrict our attention to pictures of visible part of 
objects, the system of fundamental equations can be obtained from a wider class 
of pictures, such as those shown in Fig. 4. The picture in Fig. 4(a) represents an in- 
visible part of an object as well as a visible part. For this picture we augment the 
incidence structure (K F,R) so that invisible vertices and invisible faces are con- 
tained. In the picture in Fig. 4(b), shadows are also drawn. For all pairs of shadow 
lines and the associated shadow-causing edges, we introduce new virtual planes on 
which the edges and their shadows should lie, and add them to the original incidence 
structure. Hence, in both cases, extended systems of fundamental equations are 
obtained from the augmented incidence structures. 
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Fig. 4. additional information: 
2.3. Polymatroids in pictures 
Let (V, F, R) be an incidence structure of a correct picture D. Since the fundamen- 
tal equations represent incidence relations between vertices and faces, there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between R and the set of row vectors of A. For any Xc R, 
let A(X) denote the set of row vectors of A that correspond to elements of X, and 
let Q&X) be a nonnegative, integer-valued function defined by 
@o(X) = rank(NX)), (9 
where rank(Y) represents the rank of a matrix composed of row vectors in Y. The 
value of eD(X) represents the size of a maximal linearly independent subset of 
A(X), that is, @o(X) is the number of nonredundant incidence pairs in X. We call 
Q&X) the rank of the incidence-pair set X. 
For any Y c V, let us consider a nonnegative, integer-valued function defined by 
Go(Y) = rank (( gr (e;}) U4R)) -rank(A(R)), (6) 
where ej is an (n + 3m)-dimensional row vector whose ith component is 1 and the 
other components are all 0’s. The meaning of so(Y) can be understood in the fol- 
lowing way. 
A picture does not specify a polyhedron uniquely; an infinite number of different 
polyhedra can be represented by one and the same picture. Hence, some of the 
z-coordinates of the vertices can be given independently. The fact that the ;-coordi- 
nates of the vertices in Y C_ V are given is represented by zi = d; (0; E Y), where di is 
a scalar constant, which can be paraphrased by 
ei * w = di (Ui E Y), (7) 
where w is the vector of unknown variables defined in the previous section. The 
solutions to the system of fundamental equations (2) form an (n + 3m - rank(A(R)))- 
dimensional linear space, that is, n + 3m -rank(A(R)) out of n + 3m unknown 
variables can be specified independently. On the other hand, the solutions to (2) 
together with (7) form an 
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dimensional linear space. The value of aD(Y) represents the difference of the 
dimensions of the two linear spaces, that is, cro(Y) represents the maximum num- 
ber of the vertices in Y that can be located independently in their z-coordinates 
(provided that they do not violate the inequalities (3)). We call aD(Y) the rank of 
the vertex set Y. 
In a similar way we obtain, for any ZC F, the maximum number ro(Z) of the 
variables in {aj, bj, Cj 1 fi E Z} that can be specified independently: 
rD(Z) = rank (( gz J;) UA(R)) - rank(NR)), (8) 
where 
Jj = {e"+~jj-2,e,+3j-I,e,+3j}. 
We call rD(Z) the rank of the face set Z. 
Since we can specify a polyhedron uniquely either by fixing the z-coordinates of 
some of its vertices or by fixing some of its surfaces, we get 
a,(V) = r&F) = n + 3m - @o(R). 
Let E be a finite set and let v be an integer-valued function on 2E. A pair (E, IJ) 
is called apolymatroid (or an integralpolymatroid) if the following three conditions 
are satisfied for any X, Y C_ E (Welsh [26]): 
w(0) = 0, 
XC Y implies v(X) I v(Y), 
w(XU Y)+ w(Xn Y) I W(X) + W(Y). 
(94 
Pb) 
(9c) 
E and w are called a support set and a rank function, respectively. A polymatroid 
(E, IJ) is called a p-matroid if IJI({X}) =p for every XE E. A polymatroid (E, w) is 
called a matroid if w({x})l 1 for every XE E. 
The three functions Q,, oo, and sD (defined by (5), (6), and (8)) are rank func- 
tions of polymatroids. We can confirm these polymatroidal structures in the fol- 
lowing way. (R, eD) is a vectorial matroid on A(R). (V, ao) is a matroid obtained 
from the vectorial matroid on A(R) U { ei 1 i = 1, . . . , n} by contraction of elements 
in A(R) (see Welsh [26] for the contraction operation). (F,sD) is a polymatroid 
derived by the partition {e o+3j-29en+3j-19en+3J /=I .}" of the support set of the 
matroid on { ek 1 k = n + 1,. . . , n + 3m) which is obtained from the vectorial matroid 
on A(R)U{ekjk=n+l,..., n +3m} by contraction of elements of A(R) (see 
Lovasz [15] for the construction of polymatroids from matroids). (R,Q~) and 
(r/:ao) are I-matroids (and consequently matroids) and (F, 7& is a 3-matroid 
(Sugihara [20]). 
Suppose that (E, IJI) is a matroid. A set XC E is called an independent set if 
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w(X) = 1.X /, and a dependent set if otherwise. A maximal independent set is called 
a base. It is known that w(X) = v(E) for any base X, that is, any independent set 
can be augmented into a maximal independent set of size v(E). It is also known 
that, for any Xc E, there is a unique maximal set Y such that XC YC E and 
w(X) = w(Y). This maximal set Y is called a closure of X. For any XC E, non- 
negative integer u(X) = (X / - w(X) is called a nullity of X. 
A base of a matroid (R,Q,) is a set of incidence pairs that corresponds to a maxi- 
mal linearly independent set of row vectors in A, and consequently its nullity is the 
number of redundant equations in (2). A base of the matroid (V, crD) is a maximal 
set of vertices whose z-coordinates can be specified independently. For any YC V, 
the closure of Y is a set of vertices whose z-coordinates are determined if z-coordi- 
nates of vertices in Y are given. 
The next theorem is useful for the subsequent discussion. 
Theorem 2. If a line drawing D with incidence structure S = (V, F, R) correctly repre- 
sents a polyhedron and it has two or more faces, then a&V) 2 4. 
Proof. Let H denote a polyhedron (fixed to a three-dimensional space) whose 
orthographic projection coincides with D, and let H’ denote the set of points 
(x’, y’, z’) obtained by the linear transformation 
where the point (x, y,z) moves in H. It is obvious that H’ is a polyhedron and that 
the projection of H’ on the x-y plane is the same as that of H. The transformation 
(10) has four parameters and the values of them are determined uniquely if we 
specify the destinations of four non-coplanar points in H, and these four points can 
always be chosen because D has two or more faces. Therefore, at least four vertices 
can be located arbitrarily in their z-coordinates when we construct a polyhedron 
represented in the line drawing, that is, aD( V) L 4. •i 
3. Combinatorial structures 
3.1. Position-free incidence structures 
The system of fundamental equations (2) depends on the incidence relations 
between vertices and faces, but does not depend on properties of edges. Therefore, 
while (2) is originally defined for a picture of a polyhedron, we can consider it as 
the system of equations associated with a picture of a three-dimensional configura- 
tion composed of planar surfaces (extended infinitely) and points on them. 
Let S=(V,F,R) be an incidence structure composed of a vertex set V= {IJ,, . . . . u,,}, 
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a face set F= {f,, . . . . f,} and an incidence-pair set R = {I-,, . . . , r,} c V x F. Suppose 
that each vertex is on one or more faces (that is, i({u> x F) fl R / L 1 for any o E V) 
and that each face has three or more vertices (that is, I(V x {f}) (7 R / 2 3 for any 
f~ F). For any XC F, let R(X) denote the set of the incidence pairs that have faces 
in X as their second components (that is, R(X) = (V x X) n R), and let V(X) be the 
set of the vertices that are on one or more faces in X (that is, V(X)= {o 1 UE V, 
({o}xX)flR#0}). Similarly, we shall define, for any YC V, R(Y)=(YxF)nR 
and F(y)={flf~F, (Yx{f})nR#:O}, and, for any ZcR, b’(Z)={o/o~V, 
({o}xF)nZ#O} and F(Z)={.~/~EF, (Vx{f])fIZfO}. 
An incidence structure S’= (I”, F’, R’) is called a substructure of S = (c/; F, R) if 
V’c V, F’cF, and R’c(V’xF’)nR. 
A vector w =‘(z, ... z, a, 6, c, -es urn 6, c,) is called a realization if it satisfies the 
system of fundamental equations (2). Note that (2) has a trivial solution in which 
every surface is identical, that is, ai = aj, bi = bj, ci = Cj for any i and j (1~ i< jc m). 
A realization w is said to be nondegenerated if ai #aj or bi + bj or ci #Cj for any 
1 sicjrm. The realizations of (2) form a linear space. The dimension of this 
space, n+3m-rank(A), is called the degree of freedom of (2). The degree of 
freedom of (2) coincides with o&V) and rD(F) defined by (6) and (8), respectively, 
if the picture is correct (recall that ciD and rD are defined only for correct pictures). 
Let w=‘(zi -..z,a, b, cl ... a, 6, c,) be a realization of (2). We define, for each 
face 4 c F, 
[A],= {(x,_Yz) 1 ajx+b;Y+z+cj=O}, 
that is, [A],,, represents a planar surface whose position is specified by w, whilef; 
itself represents an element of the abstract set F. 
We shall say that the vertices are drawn in general position if xi, yI, . . ..x.,, yn are 
algebraically independent over the rational field. By the definition of algebraic inde- 
pendence, a subdeterminant of the matrix A is 0 if and only if it is identically 0 when 
we consider xi, yI, . . . , x,,, y, as variables. Therefore, if the vertices are drawn in 
general position, the linear independence of the equations (2) depends only on S. 
When we restrict our consideration to the case that the vertices are in general posi- 
tion, we say the system of fundamental equations ‘of S’, a realization ‘of S’, and 
the degree of freedom ‘of S’, respectively, instead of the system of equations (2), 
a realization of (2), and the degree of freedom of (2). In what follows we assume, 
unless otherwise mentioned, that the vertices are drawn in general position. 
An incidence structure S is said to be position-free if the system of fundamental 
equations (2), in which xi, y,, . . . . x,,, y,,, are algebraically independent over the 
rational field, has a nondegenerated realization. In other words, S is position-free 
if, for any picture in which the vertices are drawn in general position, the configura- 
tion of S can be constructed in a three-dimensional space in such a way that surfaces 
are mutually distinct and that the projections of the vertices coincide with the points 
drawn on the picture plane. Therefore, if S is position-free, the correctness of the 
picture is not affected by small errors of vertex positions (such as those caused by 
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digitization). It is obvious that a substructure of a position-free incidence structure 
is also position-free. 
The main problem we attack in this section is how to judge whether a given inci- 
dence structure is position-free or not. Before attacking the problem, we must 
prepare some more concepts. 
An incidence structure S = (V; F, R) is. said to be generically independent if the 
system of fundamental equations of S, in which xl, y,, .., ,x,, y, are algebraically 
independent over the rational field, is linearly independent, and is said to be generi- 
cally dependent if otherwise. It follows from the basic property of the linear inde- 
pendence that any substructure of a generically independent incidence structure is 
also generically independent. 
Let o be a vertex andf,, fi, f3 be three faces of an incidence structure S = (V, F, R) 
such that (u,f;) E R for i = 1,2,3. A collection of u, f,, f2, f3 is called a rotor of S if 
S has at least one realization in which the three faces are distinct and the surfaces 
[A],,, (i = 1,2,3) have a common line of intersection for any realization w of S. The 
term ‘rotor’ is borrowed from mechanical engineering, where a rotor means a rotary 
part of a machine such as a gas turbine or a waterwheel; see Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. Three surfaces having a common line of intersection. 
An incidence structure S = (K F, R) is called p-nonnegative if pus(X) L 0 for any 
XC F such that IXIr2, where 
PS(~) = lWU+3 IXI- IRW)l-4. 
Then, the following theorems hold. 
(11) 
Theorem 3. If an incidence structure S is position-free, then S is generically 
independent or S has a rotor. 
Theorem 4. If an incidence structure S is position-free, then S is p-nonnegative or 
S has a rotor. 
Theorem 5. If an incidence structure S is p-nonnegative, then S is position-free or 
S has a rotor. 
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These theorems can be proved in the following way. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that A is the coefficient matrix of the system of fundamental 
equations (2) of S = (V, F, R). If an incidence pair r = (v,,f,) E R satisfies either 
(i) ~({v;}xF)nRI =l or (ii) I(Vx{f,})nR/53, 
then the row vector of A that corresponds to r is linearly independent from the 
other rows. 
Proof. Suppose that (i) is satisfied. Since the unknown variable zi appears only in 
the equation associated with r, the row associated with r is linearly independent from 
the other rows. Suppose next that (ii) is satisfied. Assume that I(V x (4)) (7 R 1 = 3. 
Let r, = (u,,fj) and rz = (uz,A) be the other two incidence pairs that have 4 (i # 1 
and i #2). Then, A is transformed by a permutation of rows and a permutation of 
columns into 
r 
rl 
r2 
aj bj Cj 
x; y, 1 : 
XI Yl 1 i 
x2 Y2 1 ; 
. . . . . . . . . . . ..I...... 
0 i 
* 
* 
where *denotes a submatrix to which we are indifferent. Note that the determinant of 
the 3 x 3 left upper submatrix is not identically 0 when we consider x~,.v~,x,, y,, yz, yi 
as variables. Therefore, the row associated with r is linearly independent from the 
other rows. We can similarly show that the row associated with r is linearly indepen- 
dent from the other rows also in the case that /(Vx {A}) f7 R 112. 3 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let us assume, against the theorem, that S=(KF,R) is 
position-free but neither S is generically independent nor S has a rotor. Then, A(R), 
the set of row vectors of the coefficient matrix A of the system of fundamental equa- 
tions of S, is linearly dependent. Let R, be a minimal subset of R such that A(R,) 
is linearly dependent, and let us define V0 = V(Ro), F, = F(Ro) and St, = (Ve, F,, R,). 
Because of the basic properties of the linearly independent/dependent structures, a 
row vector corresponding to any r E RO is linearly dependent on A(R, - {r}) (see, 
for example, Welsh [26]). Consequently, it follows from Lemma 1 that in S0 every 
face has at least four vertices on it and every vertex is on at least two faces. We can 
derive contradictions in all of the following three cases, and thus prove the theorem. 
Case II Suppose that there exists a vi E V, such that vi is on exactly two faces in 
F,,, sayjj and fk (j#k). Let R, =R,- {(v;,fi)} and St =(V,,F,,R,). Let, further- 
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more, D,, be a line drawing whose incidence structure is SO and whose vertices are 
drawn in general position, and let D, be a line drawing whose incidence structure 
is S, and whose vertices are in the same position as those of Do. From the assump- 
tion, S, is position-free and hence D, has a nondegenerated realization wI. More- 
over, wI is a realization of Do because the system of fundamental equations of Sc 
is equivalent to that of S,. Let 0; and 0; be pictures obtained from D,, and D,, 
respectively, by the movement of the position (Xiv y;) of bi to an arbitrary new posi- 
tion (xi’, yl). Note that in Si the vertex Ui is on exactly one face (i.e., the face fk). 
Hence, the vector W; that is obtained from wI by replacing the ith component with 
(where ak, bk, ck are given in w,) is a realization of 0;. Since 0; and DA give the 
equivalent system of fundamental equations, W; is also a realization of 0;. How- 
ever, in Sc the vertex Ui must be on fj, that is, 
zl= -(ajX~+bj$+Cj) 
for any x,! and J$. This is possible only when aj = ak, bj = bk, and Cj = Ck. This con- 
tradicts the assumption that wI is nondegenerated. 
Case 2: Suppose that there exists a vertex Di that is on exactly three faces in F,, 
say f,, fi, f3. Let us define R, =R,,- {(ui, f,)} and Si =(Vo,Fo,R,). Let furthermore 
DO be a line drawing whose incidence structure is S,-, and whose vertices are drawn 
in general position, and let DI be a line drawing whose incidence structure is S, and 
whose vertices are drawn in the same position as those of Do. Because of the same 
reason as in Case 1, D, has a nondegenerated realization rvlr and W, is also a reali- 
zation of Do. Let I be the projection on the picture plane of the intersection of two 
surfaces [filw, and [f&, and let DA and 0; be pictures obtained from Do and D,, 
respectively, by the movement of the position (Xi* yi) of bi to a new position (x,!, y;) 
on 1. In S, the vertex bi is on exactly two faces fi and f3. Hence, the vector W; that 
is obtained from wI by replacing the ith component with 
z,! = -(a,x,!+ b2yl + c2) 
(where a2, b2, c2 are given in w,) is a realization of 0;. Since the system of funda- 
mental equations of 0; is equivalent o that of D;, W; is also a realization of 0;. 
However, in SO the vertex ui must be on f,, which is possible only when the surface 
[fi],, passes the intersection of [f2],, and [f3],,. Thus, SO, and consequently S, 
has a rotor, which contradicts our assumption. 
Case 3: Suppose that in SO every vertex is on four or more faces. Then, we get 
41V,lrlR,(. From Lemma 1 weget 4/FOJ51ROI. Hence, 
IV,l+3/~~l~max~4~Vo~~4l~ol~~lRol. 
Noting that rank(A(Ro)) = /Ro/ - 1, we get 
IVol+3~Fo~-rank(A(Ro))~1. 
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This inequality means that the degree of freedom of S0 is at most one, which con- 
tradicts Theorem 2. 3 
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that S is position-free, and that S does not have a 
rotor. Let X be any subset of F such that IX/ 22, and let us define S(X) = 
(V(X),X,f?(X)). The degree of freedom of the system of fundamental equations 
associated with S(X) is four or more because of Theorem 2, that is, 
IV(X)/ +3/X/ -rank(A(X))r4. 
Since S(X) is a substructure of the position-free structure S, S(X) is also position- 
free, and hence from Theorem 3 we get rank(A(X))= [R(X)\. Therefore, pus(X) = 
1 V(X)/ + 3 IX/- /R(X)1 -410, that is, S is p-nonnegative. 0 
Lemma 2. If the degree of freedom of an incidence structure S = (V, F, R) is s, then 
IV1+3IFI-IRl<s. 
Proof. Suppose that the degree of freedom of S is s. Then, from the definition of 
the degree of freedom, s= IV1 +3 IFI -rank(A). Since IR I zrank(A), we get the 
lemma. 0 
Lemma 3. If an incidence structure S = (V, F, R ) is generically independent and its 
degree of freedom is s, then 
IVI+3lFI-(RI=s. 
Proof. Suppose that S is generically independent and its degree of freedom is s. 
From the definition of the degree of freedom, 1 VI + 3 IFI -rank(A) =s, where A is 
the coefficient matrix in (2). Since S is generically independent, rank(A) = IR I. 
Therefore, we get the lemma. Cl 
For any incidence structure S = (V, F, R), let PF(S) = {F,, . . . , Fk} be the partition 
of F in which two faces belong to the same calss if and only if they coincide in every 
realization of S. Let us define the structure S’, called the simplification of S, by 
S’= (K F’, R’) where 
F’ = {g,, . . ..&I. 
R’= {(tJ,g,)IoEK(u,f)eR for somefEF,EPF(S)}. 
In other words, we glue together the faces in F1 (ePF(S)) to a single new face g,. 
Lemma 4. Any incidence structure S = (V; F, R) has a realization in which all pairs 
fi,A not in the same Ft E PF(S) are simultaneously on different planes. 
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Proof. Note first that, for any 1 spcqsk (where k is the number of elements of 
PF(S)), there exists a realization wPq of S in which faces in FP and those in FQ are 
on different planes. Note secondly that any linear combination of realizations of S 
is also a realization of S, because the system of fundamental equations (2) is linear 
and homogeneous. Hence, we can construct a realization with the desired property 
in the following way. Let w be a realization of S. Suppose that in w faces in FP and 
those in FQ are on the same plane for some 1 sp< q< k. Then, for any nonzero 
real (r, w + COV,,~ is a realization of S where faces in FP and those in F4 are on dif- 
ferent planes. Moreover, faces being on different planes in w happen to be on the 
same plane in w + aw,,, if possible, only when (Y takes one of a finite number of 
values; different planes remain different for almost every value of (Y. Thus, choosing 
a appropriately, we get a realization w + aw,, in which different planes in w remain 
different and faces in FP and those in F4 are on different planes. Now, let us 
replace w with w + owP4, and repeat the above process. After a finite number of 
repetitions, we get a realization in which all pairs fi, fj not belonging to the same 
class F, are on different planes. 0 
Lemma 5. The simplification of an incidence structure S is position-free and its 
degree of freedom is equal to that of S. 
Proof. Let S’be the simplification of S, and let k be the size of PF(S). Without loss of 
generality, we renumber the faces in such a way that J E Fj for 1 I is k. Then, for 
any realization w=‘(z, --- 2, a, 6, cl ... a, b, cm) of S, w’=r(t, **a zn a, b, cl *.. ax- bk ck) 
is a realization of S’. Conversely, for any realization w’= ‘(z, --. z, a, b, c, -.. ak bk ck) 
of S’, we get a realization w= ‘(z, .-. z, a, 6, cl ..a a, b, cm) of S where 
(ajy bj, cj) = (a;, bi, c;) 
for any k + 15 jl m and 4 E Fi. The above correspondence between w and w’ is 
one-to-one, and hence the degree of freedom of S’ is equal to that of S. 
Next, from Lemma 4, there exists a realization w=~(z, ... I,, al b, cl ... a,,, b, cm) 
of S in which all pairsJ,fj not in the same class in PF(S) are simultaneously on 
different planes. Then, w’=~(z, a.0 z, al b, cl ..a ak bkck) is a realization of S’ in 
which no two faces are on the same plane. Therefore, S’ is position-free. a 
Proof of Theorem 5. Suppose that S = (K F, R) is p-nonnegative and does not have 
a rotor. Let PF(S) be {F,,... , Fk}, S; = (vi, F,, Ri) be the substructure determined 
by Fi (i.e., K = V(F;) and Ri = R(Fi)), and let S’= (K F’, R’) be the simplification of 
S. Let, furthermore, I of the Fi’s have two or more elements. Then, since S is 
P-nonnegative, 
Adding these inequalities, we get 
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Noting CIV,I=IR’J, CIFiI=IFI, and C1R,‘=1Rl, weget 
IR’j+3jFl-lRjL3k+I=31F’j+1. 
Let s denote the degree of freedom of S. Then by Lemma 2. / VI + 3 IFI - IR I IS, 
and by Lemmas 3 and 5 and Theorem 3, I V j + 3 IF’ I - jR’ 1 =s. Hence, we get 
Il(jVI+3iFI-IRI)-(iVl+3:F’i-IR’I) 
IS-s=o, 
Thus I =0, that is, S is position-free. q 
The converse of Theorem 3 does not hold. The incidence structure S =(V,F,R) 
of the picture in Fig. l(b) is an example that is generically independent but neither 
position-free nor p-nonnegative. Indeed we have seen in Section 2.1 that S is not 
position-free. Since 1 I/ I + 3 IFI - IR / = 6 + 3 x 4 - 15 < 4, S is not p-nonnegative. 
Furthermore, S is generically independent (i.e., rank(A) = 15), because if otherwise 
the degree of freedom of S were 1 V/ + 3 IFI - rank(A)r6+3x4-14=4 and hence 
S would have a nondegenerated realization, which contradicts the position-freeness 
of s. 
From Theorems 4 and 5 we immediately obtain the following. 
Theorem 6. Suppose that an incidence structure S has no rotors. Then, S is 
position-free if and only if S is p-nonnegative. 
The existence of a rotor seems to disturb the elegance of Theorems 3, 4, 5, 6. 
Indeed it is still open whether there exists an incidence structure that is position-free 
but not generically independent. Thus, it might be possible to delete the statement 
about a rotor from the theorems. From Theorems 3 and .6 we conjecture the 
following. 
Conjecture 1. If an incidence structure is position-free, then it is generically in- 
dependent. 
Conjecture 2. An incidence structure is position-free if and only if it is ,u-non- 
negative. 
Consider the incidence structure of the picture in Fig. 6(a). (Formally, an inci- 
dence structure can not be extracted uniquely unless the picture is labeled. However, 
the most natural incidence structure evoked by Fig. 6(a) seems to be unique. Hence 
we omit assigning labels, and treat the picture as if it is labeled. This convention is 
used throughout the paper.) In any polyhedron represented by this picture, three 
faces have a common line of intersection, but the incidence structure does not have 
a rotor because the three vertices that are collinear in the figure become non- 
collinear when the vertices are drawn in general position. In Fig. 6(b), three faces 
have a common line of intersection. The incidence structure of this picture is not 
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position-free. It can be easily seen that any position-free substructure of this inci- 
dence structure is generically independent. Thus these pictures do not refute Conjec- 
tures 1 and 2. 
It is not easy in general to determine whether S has a rotor or not. However, S 
obviously has no rotors if S is a substructure of an incidence structure of a convex 
polyhedron. It is likewise obvious that S does not have a rotor if S is a substructure 
of an incidence structure of a polyhedron whose vertices are incident to exactly three 
faces (a polyhedron with this property is said to be trihedral). Indeed, a vertex 
around which a rotor is to be formed must have both at least one concave edge and 
at least four faces, as is shown in Fig. 6. Thus we have proved the following. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 6. Vertices at which three faces have common lines of intersection 
Corollary 3.1. Suppose that S is a substructure of an incidence structure of a convex 
polyhedron or a trihedral polyhedron. If S is position-free, then S is generically 
independent. 
Corollary 6.1. Suppose that S is a substructure of an incidence structure of a convex 
polyhedron or a trihedral polyhedron. Then, S is position-free if and only if S is 
p-nonnegative. 
For any polyhedron H, let G(H) denote a graph composed of edges and vertices 
of H. Steinits proved that every planar 3-connected graph with four or more vertices 
is isomorphic to G(H) for some convex polyhedron H (see Griinbaum [j]). Hence, 
we get the following. 
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that S is a substructure of an incidence structure of poly- 
hedron H such that G(H) is planar and 3-connected. If S is position-free, then S 
is generically independent. 
Corollary 6.2. Suppose that S is a substructure of an incidence structure of poly- 
hedron H such that G(H) is planar and 3-connected. Then, S is position-free if and 
only if S is p-nonnegative. 
The definition for an incidence structure S to be position-free depends on some 
algebraic properties of realizations of S. On the other hand, p-nonnegativity can be 
checked by integer calculation only. Therefore, Theorem 6 and its corollaries afford 
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us a practical method for determining whether S is position-free or not. Note that, 
if we simply follow the definition of flu-nonnegativity, the time complexity for p-non- 
negativity recognition is of order 2m where m is the number of faces. However, the 
time complexity was lessened to 0(m3.‘) (Sugihara [20,22]), and it was further 
lessened recently to 0(m2) (Imai [12]; see also Sugihara [24]). 
Let S be an incidence structure of a picture D, and assume that S does not have 
a rotor. If S is position-free, the correctness of D is not violated by small vertex- 
position errors such as digitization, and moreover, from Theorem 3, S is generically 
independent. Therefore, if S is position-free, we can use the linear programming 
methods without any worry about slight errors in numerical computation in order 
to judge whether D is correct or not. Thus, our problem, the problem of discrimina- 
tion between correct and incorrect pictures, is solved in the case that S is position- 
free. The case that S is not position-free will be discussed in Section 4.1. 
3.2. Polymatroids in position-free incidence structures 
We define the polymatroids on vertices and faces in terms of ranks of some 
matrices. When a picture is drawn in general position, those polymatroids can be 
characterized in a combinatorial manner. 
Theorem 7. Suppose that a picture D has a position-free incidence structure S = 
(V, F, R) with no rotors, and the vertictis are drawn in general position. Then, any 
XC R is an independent set of the matroid (R,Q,) defined by (5). 
Proof. From the hypothesis and Theorem 3, it follows that the row vector set A(R) 
of the coefficient matrix in (2) is linearly independent. Hence co(X) = jX 1 for any 
XC_ R, that is, X is an independent set of the matroid (R,,oo). 0 
Theorem 8. Suppose that a picture D has a position-free incidence structure 
S = (<F, R) with no rotors, and the vertices are drawn in general position. Then, 
Y (C V) is an independent set of the matroid (V, oo) defined by (6), if and only if 
IV(X)l+3IF(X)I~lXI+IV(X)~Yl 
is satisfied for any XC R. 
(12) 
Proof. From the hypothesis and Theorem 3, the system of fundamental equations 
of S is linearly independent. 
First, assume that Y (C V) is an independent set of the matroid (KoD) but 
I~~~,~l+~l~~~~~l-I~~/~I~~~,~~~/ f or some X0 c R. The solutions to the system 
of fundamental equations associated with the substructure Se = (V(X& F(X,), X0) 
form a linear space, and its dimension is / V(X,)l + 3 IF( - rank(A(X,,)) because 
it has / V(X,,)j + 3 JF(X,,)I unknown variables. Moreover, rank(A(XO)) = /X01, be- 
cause the set of fundamental equations of S,, is a subset of the set of fundamental 
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equations of S, which is linearly independent. Hence 1 V(X,) fl Y j is greater than 
the dimension of the linear space formed by the solutions to the system of funda- 
mental equations of S,. This contradicts our assumption that Y is an indepedent 
set. Thus, if Y is independent, (12) is satisfied for any XC R. 
Next, suppose that Y (C V) is a minimal dependent set and u E Y. Let V0 and 
FO be the set of vertices and that of faces, respectively, that are specified uniquely 
when the z-coordinates of vertices i‘n Y - {u} are given. Obviously, YC V, and 
W,) c Vo. 
Assume that there exists a u. in Vo- V(F,). Then, because u. is not on any face 
in F,, the z-coordinate of u. must be specified directly when we specify the 
z-coordinates of the vertices in Y - {u}, and hence u. E Y - {u} . However, since u. 
is not on any face in Fo, the specification of the z-coordinate of u. does not affect 
other variables, and hence Y- {uo} must also be dependent. This contradicts the 
minimalness of Y. Therefore, Vo- V(Fo) =0, and consequently we get Vo= V(Fo). 
Let X0 = (V. x Fo) fl R. Because V(F,) = V. (that is, every vertex in V. is on some 
face in Fo), we get VO = V(Xo) and F. = F(X,). Because the system of fundamental 
equations of (V(Xo), F(Xo), X0) is linearly independent and every variable in it can 
be expressed as a linear combination with respect to {zi 1 Ui E Y - {u}}, the matrix 
composed of row vectors in ,4(X0) must be transformed by elementary transforma- 
tion of rows and permutations of columns into 
c-K---+ +_K- I 0 
where Ko={z; 1 u;E(Y-{u})] and Kr={Zi 1 U;E Vo-(Yo-{u})] U {aj,b,,Cj IJEFO]. 
Hence, we get 
l~(Xo)I+3IF(Xo)I-IXol = IY-(~11, 
and consequently 
l~~~o~l+3I~~~o~I-I~ol~I~l=I~~~~Xo~/. 
Therefore, if Y is not independent, X0 defined above does not satisfy (12). El 
The following corollaries are direct consequences of Theorem 8. 
Corollary 8.1. Suppose that a picture D is as stated in Theorem 8. Then, we get, 
for any Yg V, 
aD(Y)=max{jY’/: Y’cY, iV(X)/+3/F(X)/zIXj 
+IV(X)nY’l foranyXCR}. (13) 
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Proof. From the definition of crD, aD(Y) is the size of a maximal independent 
subset of Y, and hence from Theorem 8 we get (13). 0 
uppose that a picture D is as stated in Theorem 8. Then we get, Corollary 8.2. S 
for any Z G F, 
rD(Z )=max{lYl: YcV(Z), jV(X)I+3IF(X)J?IXI 
+ \V(X)ll YI for any XGR}. (14) 
Proof. From the definition of rD, rD(Z) is the size of a maximal subset of 
{aj,bjvcj IJjeZ}, th e set of unknown variables associated with faces in Z, that can 
be specified independently. Since we assume that every face has at least three ver- 
tices on it, the size is the same as the size of a maximal independent subset of V(Z). 
Thus we get (14). a 
Corollary 8.3. Let an incidence structure S = (V, F, R) be position-free and have no 
rotors, and let Y(S) denote the set of all correct pictures that have incidence struc- 
ture S (the vertices of pictures in 9 (S) are not necessarily in generalposition). Then, 
min oD(V)=max{IYj: YCV, IV(X)l+3IF(X)I2IXI 
DE2(S) 
+IV(X)flY/ foranyXcR). (15) 
Proof. Suppose that D,, Dz are elements of 9(S) and that vertices of D, are drawn 
in general position. Let A, and A2 be the coefficient matrices of the systems of 
fundamental equations of D, and D2, respectively. Because S is position-free and 
the vertices of D, are drawn in general position, the set of row vectors of At is 
linearly independent, and hence rank(A,) = IR I L rank(A2). Consequently, we get 
o&(V)= /VI+3IFJ-rank(A,) 
I 1 VI + 3 jFI - rank(A2) = 04(v), 
that is, 
Evaluating Go,(V) by (13), we get (15). q 
4. Applications 
4.1. Correction of vertex-position errors 
Throughout this subsection we assume that incidence structures have no rotors. 
A picture whose incidence structure is not position-free represents a polyhedron, 
if possible, only when the vertices are drawn in some special position. This con- 
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straint can be used for the correction of some class of incorrect pictures. 
Vertex-position errors can be corrected in the following way. We extract a 
maximal position-free substructure S* = (V, F, R*) from an incidence structure 
S = (K F, R) of a given picture (R * G R), and construct the system of fundamental 
equations associated with S*: 
A(R*)w = 0, (16) 
where a matrix composed of row vectors in A(R*) is also denoted by A(R*). Since 
S* is position-free, (16) has a nondegenerated realization IV. Moreover, (16) is 
linearly independent; we can use a computer to find w. From a nondegenerated 
realization w, we construct a three-dimensional configuration of surfaces and ver- 
tices associated with S*. Note that the projection of this configuration on the x-y 
plane coincides with the picture except for vertices in V(R -R*) and edges incident 
to them. If vertices in V(R -R *) are incident to three or fewer faces in S, then cor- 
rect positions of them in a three-dimensional space can be chosen as intersections 
of the associated surfaces. Projecting them on the picture plane, we obtain the 
correct position of the vertices on the picture plane. Thus, we can correct vertex- 
position errors (see Sugihara [22] for details of the correction procedure). 
Example 1. Consider the picture in Fig. 7(a). As we have seen in Fig. l(b), the 
incidence structure S = (V, F, R) of this picture is not position-free. Let u be a vertex 
incident to three faces f,, fi, f3, as is illustrated in the figure, and define R* by 
R*= R - {(u,f3)}. That is, we delete from S the constraint that vertex o must be on 
face fs, as is shown in Fig. 7(b), where the double lines mean that the side faces 
may form a gap along these lines. Since the substructure S* = (V, F, R *) is position- 
free, we find a nondegenerated realization w of S*, and obtain the correct position 
of o as the intersection of the three surfaces [fi],, [fJ,, [f3],. Projecting it on the 
picture plane, we correct the picture, as is shown in Fig. 7(c). The result of the 
correction does not depend on the choice of w. 0 
Fig. 7. Correction of vertex position: (a) incorrect picture; (b) position-free substructure; (c) corrected 
picture. 
Example 2. Let S=(V,F, R) be an incidence structure of a picture shown in 
Fig. 8(a). This picture has the incidence structure of a hexahedron. Since a hexa- 
hedron is convex, any substructure of S does not have a rotor. The picture has eight 
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vertices, six faces, and 24 incidence pairs (because each of the six faces has exactly 
four vertices on it), and consequently ,D~(F) = 8 + 3 x 6 - 24 - 4 = -2. Hence, S is not 
position-free and indeed this picture is incorrect. If we remove any two incidence 
pairs associated with an arbitrary vertex, the structure becomes p-nonnegative and 
hence position-free. Therefore, we can correct this picture by the movement of any 
one vertex. Examples of the correction are shown in Fig. 8(b), (c), (d), where circles 
denote the vertices that are moved for the correction. We shall see later that the cor- 
rect position of a vertex, when the other seven vertices are fixed, is unique (see 
Example 4). 0 
Fig. 8. Correction of a picture of a hexahedron. 
Now we can construct a practical method for discriminating between correct and 
incorrect pictures. 
Suppose that a labeled line drawing D together with its incidence structure 
S = (V, F, R) is given. We first judge by Theorem 6 whether S is position-free or not. 
If S is position-free, we search for a feasible solution to (2) and (4) (the linear pro- 
gramming methods are available in this case because, from Theorem 3, (2) is linearly 
independent). We conclude that D is correct if a feasible solution exists, and incor- 
rect if otherwise. 
If, on the other hand, S is not position-free, the line drawing is incorrect in almost 
all cases because of inevitable errors of vertex positions due to digitization etc. 
Therefore, we judge whether incorrectness is permissible or not in the following 
way. By Theorem 6 we choose a maximal subset R* of R such that the substructure 
S* = (V, F, R *) is position-free, and construct a system of fundamental equations 
(16) associated with S*. Since (16) is linearly independent, we can apply the linear 
programming methods to (16) and (4) without any fear of numerical errors. If the 
system of (16) and (4) does not have a solution, we conclude that D is incorrect. If 
it has a solution, we try to correct vertex-position errors by the above procedure. 
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If it can not be corrected with respect to any R*, we conclude that D is incorrect. 
If it can be corrected, then we compare the corrected drawing with the original one, 
and judge whether the vertex-position errors are permissible or not. For example, 
we can judge that errors are permissible if the maximum distance between the origi- 
nal positions and the corrected positions of vertices is smaller than a certain thres- 
hold. If the errors are permissible, we conclude that D is (in a practical sense) 
correct, and if otherwise, we conclude that D is incorrect. 
4.2. Collinear-coplanar theorem 
As we have seen in Theorem 2, the degree of freedom of a correct picture is at 
least four, that is, z-coordinates of at least four vertices can be specified indepen- 
dently when we reconstruct a polyhedron from a picture. The class of pictures with 
exactly four degrees of freedom possesses the following remarkable property. 
Theorem 9. Suppose that D is a correct picture and ao( V) = 4 (the vertices of D 
are not necessarily in general position). Let .Y(D) be the set of all possible polyhedra 
represented by D. Then, a vertex set X (5 V) that is collinear [resp. coplanar] in 
some polyhedron HE.Y’(D) is also collinear [resp. coplanar] in any pol_vhedron 
H’EN(D). 
Proof. From the discussion in the proof of Theorem 2, any two polyhedra H and 
H’ in Y(D) can be transformed to each other by the linear transformation (10). 
Moreover, the transformation (10) preserves collinearity and coplanarity. There- 
fore, any X (C V) that is collinear [resp. coplanar] in some polyhedron HEY(D) 
is also collinear [resp. coplanar] in any polyhedron H’E.Y(D). 17 
Corollary 9.1. If a picture D satisfies ao( V) = 4, then a figure-construction problem 
on D, in which an intersection of two planes or an intersection of a plane and a line 
is to be found, has a unique solution. 
Proof. This corollary is a mere paraphrase of Theorem 9. •! 
Example 3. Let us consider the figure-construction problem: “Find the intersection 
of a polyhedron drawn in Fig. 9(a) and the plane passing three points L, .W, N on 
the visible faces.” The incidence structure of this picture including the three points 
L, M, N and the plane passing them satisfies oD( V) = 4 (because from Theorem 2 
we know ao(V)r4, and we can indeed reconstruct a polyhedron uniquely by the 
specification of z-coordinates of four non-coplanar points). Therefore, the intersec- 
tion of the plane passing L, kf, Nand each edge of the polyhedron is uniquely deter- 
mined on the picture plane, and hence this figure-construction problem has a unique 
solution. 
Next, consider the problem: “Find the intersection of the polyhedron represented 
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by Fig. 9(b) and the plane determined by the three points f., M, N on it.” Let D 
be the picture in Fig. 9(b) and S = (K F, R) be the incidence structure of this picture 
including the three points L, M, N and the plane passing them. Then, 1 VI = 12, 
IF\=l5, /RI =4x6+3x9=51. Since S does not have a rotor, we see from 
Theorem 6 that S is position-free, and hence we get from Corollary 8.3 that 
aD( V) 11 V 1 + 3 1 F 1 - 1 R 1 = 6. Therefore, the solution to the figure-construction 
problem on this picture is not unique. Cl 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 9. Figure-construction problems, in which intersection of the object and the plane passing L, &I, 
N is to be constructed: (a) has a unique solution, but (b) does not. 
Example 4. Any one of the pictures shown in Fig. 10(a), (b), (c) has a position-free 
incidence structure and its vertices are drawn in general position. Hence, according 
to Corollary 8.1 we get aD(V) = 4, and consequently from Corollary 9.1 we can 
uniquely find the projection of the intersection of the plane passing vertices 1, 2, 
3 and the plane passing vertices 3, 4, 5, and so on. Therefore, if the hidden part 
is composed of the minimum number of planar faces, it is recovered uniquely from 
the picture of the visible part as shown in Fig. lO(a’), (b’), (c’). In order to find the 
correct position of the hidden vertices, we merely have to construct an example of 
a polyhedron represented by the picture, that is, we regard the given picture as, for 
Fig. IO. Recovery of hidden part: (a), (b), and (c) are pictures of visible part of objects, and (a’), (b’), 
and (c’) are pictures with uniquely recovered hidden part. 
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example, a top view of an object and construct a front view by specifying z-coordi- 
nates of some vertices appropriately. Theorem 8 tells us which vertices can be 
specified independently. 0 
4.3. Classification of line drawings 
The discussion we have had hitherto leads to the classification of line drawings 
as is shown in Fig. 11. 
Line drawings are divided into ‘labelable’ drawings and ‘unlabelable’ ones. The 
‘labelable’ drawings are the pictures that can be assigned labels consistently accor- 
ding to physical properties of edges, and hence incidence structures can be extracted 
from these line drawings. This class of drawings is characterized by ‘local’ analysis 
such as those by Huffman [9], Walts [25], Sugihara (191, and Kanade [13]. 
line drawings 
Fig. 1 I. Classification of line drawings (pictures 3 and 6 are adapted from Draper [4], and picture 5 from 
Huffman 19)). 
Labelable line drawings are subclassified in two directions. First, they are divided 
into ‘position-free’ drawings and ‘non-position-free’ ones according to whether 
their incidence structures are position-free or not; the class of position-free drawings 
is characterized by Theorem 6. Secondly, labelable drawings are divided into ‘cor- 
rectable’ drawings and ‘uncorrectable’ ones, where ‘correctable’ drawings shall be 
defined as the pictures that can be corrected by the movements of vertices together 
with lines incident to them. Correctable drawings are, furthermore, subdivided into 
‘correct’ drawings and ‘incorrect’ ones; the class of correct drawings is characterized 
by Theorem 1. See Sugihara [21] for further discussion on the relation of this classi- 
fication scheme to visual psychology. 
4.4. A scheme for generating plane-geometry theorems 
Huffman [lo, 111, Whiteley [27,28], and others [14,16] used ‘reciprocal figures’ in 
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order to check incorrect pictures. The basic idea is the following. Let z=aix+b;y+ci 
(i = 1,2) be two planes in a three-dimensional space. Then, the orthographic pro- 
jection I on the -u-y plane of the intersection of the two planes can be represented by 
(al-a,)x+(62-bl)y+cz-c, =o. 
We can interpret this equation: “a line connecting two points (at,b,), (a,, b2) is 
perpendicular to I”. For any plane t = ax + by + c, we shall call point (a, 6) a dual 
poinr of the plane. Then, any correct picture must satisfy the next condition. 
Condition 1. We can choose a dual point (one for each face) in the picture plane 
in such a way that, if two faces share a common edge, the line connecting two dual 
points associated with them is perpendicular to the edge. 
Huffman and others use this condition in order to find incorrect pictures. How- 
ever, this is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a correct picture, and hence 
their methods are incomplete. 
Changing our point of view, we get a true statement hat “a position-free correct 
picture always satisfies Condition 1”. Moreover, this statement is not trivial in 
many cases, and consequently we can construct from this statement infinitely many 
theorems on plane geometry, one for each position-free correct picture. 
For example, a picture of a tetrahedron with a hidden line, is a position-free 
correct picture, and hence it satisfies Condition 1. Therefore, we get the theorem: 
“LetP,(i=l,..., 4)andP;(i=l,..., 4) be two groups of points in general positions 
in a plane. If five out of six conditions PiPj I P:Pj (1 <i<j<4; _I. represents that 
the two lines are perpendicular to each other) are satisfied, then the other one is also 
satisfied (see Fig. 12).” This theorem is called Reidemeister’s Theorem (Gurevich 
[61). 
Fig. 12. Reidemeister’s Theorem 
5. Conclusion 
We have studied algebraic and combinatorial structures of line drawings of poly- 
hedra, and obtained a practical as well as theoretical solution to the problem of how 
to discriminate between correct and incorrect pictures. 
The results obtained in the present paper make it possible for us to communicate 
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with computers by means of line drawings. Pictures of polyhedra drawn by human 
hands are not always correct; pictures whose incidence structures are not position- 
free inevitably contain vertex-position errors. Men are not very sensitive to vertex- 
position errors and, for this reason, can understand easily what are intended in 
pictures, whereas computers treat pictures mathematically and hence detect even the 
slightest incorrectness. Using our results, we can make a computer more flexible in 
the sense that it accepts incorrect pictures by correcting vertex-position errors. Such 
flexible communication will be useful in computer-aided systems for the design of 
three-dimensional objects such as mechanical parts and buildings. 
We have furthermore shown the directions of other applications of our results to 
various related problems found in scene analysis, graphic science, and so on. There 
are many things to be done in future in order to refine our results along these direc- 
tions of applications. 
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